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No Liability Investment
 Risk No Advice

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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This legal disclaimer section must  be read in its entirety. If you have any doubts, seek legal, financial, tax, or 

other qualified law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown here is not meant to be 

comprehensive, and it should never be interpreted as part of any legal contract. We are certain that the 

material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all goods, services, technological architecture, 

token distribution, and corporate schedules are correct and current. Furthermore, all of this information may 

have been modified without notice, and it should never be construed as a formal counseling agreement.

No Advice:
Nobody is obligated to sign a contract or make a legally binding promise to donate as a result of reading this 
white paper. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that could be construed 
as advice, or that could be used to sell or solicit any offer by our token, nor should it be construed as a part of 
any effect that could be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Limitation of liability:
Mastermind games takes no responsibility for any loss or injury coming from the use of this website's content, 
including written content, links to third-party websites, data, quotes, charts, and buy/sell signals.

Investment risks:
Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Before trading 
cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully consider your investment goals, 
degree of experience, and risk appetite.



Swap StakingBinance Powered

What is Mastermind ?

Exchange
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Mastermind Games is a platform for the future of gaming. It will accelerate growth for developers 
and businesses by offering tools and services that save time, energy and resources.
Mastermind games also offers services to diversify investments. The platform will be able
to launch and provide support, assisting with liquidity loans and blockchain development.

Mastermind Games is an all-in-one platform which will host entertaining, high-quality blockchain 
games. Our goal is to incorporate cryptocurrency with traditional games and gamers yet to enter the 
crypto space. This will be done by fostering an easy entry for traditional game developers who do 
not want to deal with the challenges of developing a token, building a token community, and 
blockchain development. Many game developers want to create these types of games but don’t 
know where to start or don’t want to deal with everything that entails self-launching a token. 
Mastermind Games will blend traditional games with a centralized exchange platform model that is 
centered around our flagship token (MGT) and our in-game currency token (MGX).

Our platform will offer various choices of gaming such as P2E, F2P, P2P and Mint2Play models as 
well as smart staking options. We are revolutionizing the market with a more open, accessible
and decentralized Binance-powered crypto swapping where MGT
will be swapped with in-game currency MGX. Unlike other conventional platforms, our platform will 
allow investors to generate more value for users' crypto-assets.

Mastermind Games is a community-oriented platform that provides Binance blockchain to people 
where they can develop, play, earn and invest.





OUR MISSION

MISSI  N 
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Facilitating global growth by providing opportunity to financial independence for game enthusiasts. 
Creation of a next-generation complete all-in-one platform.
Implementation of innovative digital projects and marketplace.
Operating as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, integrates decentralization 
feels into the ecosystem.
Providing a platform for investors to diversify their investments between various services like 
developer tools, Staking and Trading.
Providing tools and services to accelerate  growth of start-up for developers.

The long-term goal of Mastermind Games  is to be the all-in-one solution for centralized gaming and
trading while offering a wide array of valuable services from marketing to finance. Our mission is to take
"Mastermind Games" to new heights by providing players with an innovative, user-friendly, all-in-one
platform to provide all users an equal chance to manage and improve their financial security along with
enjoying the games on the Mastermind Games platform. Mastermind Games future will be about our 
community and society of gamers. With our long-term-oriented projects & providing the  choices of "fun"
on P2E, F2P, P2P, Mint2Play, Digital Assets, etc. We will keep focus and retain our investors by offering 
exclusive options and future contracts to support the gaming ecosystem.



ECOSYSTEM
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Liquidity

Gaming

Exchange

NFTStaking
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Mastermind Games Staking
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Staking is the most effective way to maximize earnings that would be present  in your account. Once you have 
held your Mastermind Games NFT or token , you can earn rewards on top of your holdings and grow them 
further by compounding those future rewards. The Staking platforms enable investors to obtain rewards in 
exchange for locking away assets for a period of time. Hence, Mastermind Games will in essence become a 
vehicle to earn passive income.

As an incentive to acquire and keep staking assets, you can receive incentives by staking our token for a set 
period of time. Since it requires certain technological crypto know-how and compliance criteria, Mastermind 
games  staking  platforms  are  useful  for  allowing  investors,  including  those  lacking  technical  knowledge  
of cryptocurrencies, to hold tokens and receive rewards. In response to the tremendous
increase in crypto staking, staking platforms that allow investors to receive staking incentives have sprouted 
up. If you're interested in earning a passive income by staking, this is the place to be.

There are a few quantifiable benefits of Mastermind Games  with Mastermind Games ecosystem:
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GLOBAL GAMING INDUSTRY
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Adventure modes and in-games contest. Including P2E, F2P, P2Pand Mint2Play 
models. 
Provide Opportunity to game developers to  become a part of gaming ecosystem.
Buy and sell in-game items such as NFT.
Complete quests & clear levels by fulfilling requirements.

Games  onboarding and updates.
Digital Assets Rights Management & Digital Assets Exchange.

Player Community Interaction & Player Database.

Mastermind games allows players or token investors to compound their profits by 
staking.

Mastermind Games  Token  is  an  open  gaming ecosys tem with the  following features:

The growth of social networks, cell phones, and tablets in recent years has given rise to new genres such as mobile 
and social games. Since the first games were released in the 1970s, video games have come a long way. Today's 
video games have photorealistic visuals and, in many cases, accurate simulations of reality. The value of the global 
video game market is depicted in this timeline below. The market was valuated around 115 billion dollars in 2018, 
with sales likely to exceed 138 billion by 2021, according to sources.

As  user  involvement  with  gaming  rose  during  the  worldwide  COVID-19  epidemic,  the  average  number  of  
in-app purchases per paying user climbed to an all time high across all gaming genres in 2020. Free to play mobile
games are the most profitable genre according to another poll of game creators. 



MASTERMIND GAMES MARKETPLACE
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Non-fungible tokens    have a major benefit in that they may be used 
to verify ownership
Because they operate on a blockchain network, NFTs  can  help  to 
bind ownership to a single account.

Our   NFT     holders  will  get   the following rewards Some of  the
advantages  of  Mastermind   games NFT         include:

Mastermind games Marketplace is a vital 
part of our ecosystem dealing with NFTs. 
Mastermind games is a company that 
specializes in providing financial Non-
fungible tokens (NFTs) as one-of-a-kind, 
non-transferable assets created on the 
blockchain. These will be linked to the 
ecosystem of Mastermind games.

The key characteristics of Mastermind 
games NFTs distinguish them from other 
forms of assets and give them a distinct 
value. These characteristics include 
verifiably uniqueness and authenticity.
The scarcity and ownership of any 
particular token may be ascertained 
without the requirement of a trusted 
middleman since the underlying code
is visible.

The gaming platform will allow users and 
gamers access to our ever growing number 
of onboarded games and to our NFT 
Marketplace. Utilizing MGX, the 
marketplace will act as a centralized market 
for all games on our platform with options 
for buying and selling of digital assets 
(NFTS). The marketplace will allow users to 
build their perfect characters, work on in-
game decorative features, and sell 
unwanted NFTs from games they no longer 
play.

Gamers, like never before, will actually own 
a part of their gaming experience when 
before, buying in-game perks and skins 
would only benefit the gamer while actually 
playing the game. With Mastermind games, 
your investment into the game will now 
have a monetary value you can take with 
you. When users make purchases in 
traditional games, their investment 
belongs to the game developers but with 
the Mastermind Games platform, users 
control their purchased assets and can 
enjoy buying and selling game assets like 
never before.

Ownership Rights

Authenticity
Non-fungible tokens' benefits are mostly defined by their scarcity.
They bind ownership to a single account. NFTs' unique 
characteristics demonstrate their capacity to add 
value .Simultaneously, NFT makers can release a limited  
quantity of NFTs in order to generate supply scarcity.

We will launch our NFT marketplace that 
will be connected with our ecosystem. 
The advent of NFTs, in our opinion, is 
part of a larger paradigm shift away from 
centralized to decentralized systems. 
This platform is now allowing developers 
of digital items to experiment with new 
revenue strategies. Mastermind games 
will become a known NFT project with 
physical utility. The underlying token for 
each Mastermind games asset encodes 
a unique code of ownership that cannot 
be replicated and cannot be transferred 
without the  user's  permission.

Fraud proof
They're simple to transmit  and    aren't 
harmed  by fraud.
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According to a recent estimate from blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis Inc., about $41 
billion worth of crypto was connected with smart contracts related with NFT markets and 
collections from the beginning of 2021 until mid-December.

Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) skyrocketed, with multimillion-dollar 
sales and celebrities like musician Shawn Mendes, socialite Paris Hilton, and former first lady 
Melania Trump are on board.

The NFT market is predicted to expand at least 33% annually, reaching $80 billion in net sales 
volume by 2025 and almost $350 billion by 2030. Though this may appear to be a large 
amount, we are convinced that the market's real growth will much exceed the investment 
Jefferies' forecasts.



Mastermind Games Exchange

KYC/AML (Know Your Customer and 
Anti-Money Laundering) compliance is 
the norm for  society. For regulatory 
reasons, individuals must often submit 
identity documentation and proof of 
address. Our exchange doesn’t 
demand any document for verification 
purpose making the users completely 
anonymous.

Mastermind Games Exchange 
functions through the smart 
contracts. Our exchange charges a 
minimal fees.

1 - N O  K Y C / A M L

2-LOWER FEES:
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Centralized exchanges (CEX) operate to facilitate the exchange of crypto-currencies through 
purchases made by fiat or other cryptocurrencies. A cryptocurrency project will launch 
through a centralized exchange by providing liquidity, therefore allowing their token to be 
bought or sold on the exchange.

The CEX now owns the token in a liquidity pool and opens the token for trading, achieving 
revenue from fees associated with trading and fees collected from token projects launching 
on their exchange. Taking this model, we have created a similar experience to easy entry into 
blockchain gaming while centering it around our tokens, primarily Mastermind Games Token 
(MGT). There are certainly many ways to launch a token outside of a centralized exchange, but 
token projects look to launch on these exchanges due to the larger user base which tend to 
offer a larger potential of growth.

Mastermind Games Exchange is an easy, fast, and secure exchange in a truly decentralized 
way. We are going to launch our own Exchange. It connects buyers and sellers. Mastermind 
Games Exchange is non-custodial, meaning a user remains in control of their private keys 
when transacting on a our platform.



Introducing Master Ex
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Our gaming exchange will be the gateway to enter our gaming platform where you will be 
able to convert Mastermind Games Token (MGT) to our in-game currency (MGX). It will act 
as an in-house centralized exchange for Mastermind Games.

Master EX is a swap which will also offer a staking feature along with selections on the pairing 
of choice within our ecosystem. This adds stability to our token floor price. On the swap, users 
can safely convert MGX back to MGT or convert MGT back to BNB or BUSD as desired.
The Master Exchange may also include access to our other products and services in
the future.

Can users acquire MGT from other swap sources and exchanges?

In the future, we may provide MGT to other swaps and exchanges to create convenience to 
traders and holders. However, our on ramp structures will offer better ease of access to our 
tokens and platforms. This will assist in enabling us to not only onboard game developers but 
also users outside of the crypto space.



MASTERMIND GAMES SWAP
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Quickly swap into an asset you believe will grow.
Move out of a volatile asset into one of our stable coins.
Master EX Swap are integrated into the blockchain which will allows users to search and 
select the best rates for the transaction. An additional benefit is that some crypto swap 
services do not require users to create an account

This platform is designed to allow users to securely Swap Binance Coin (BNB), MGT, and MGX and 
many others tokens without relying on 3rd party services or losing control over their private keys. 
As a exchange, all trades on are automatically executed via smart contracts — completely 
eliminating counterparty risks.

There are many great reasons our users will love using Swap



LIQUIDITY
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Providers  of  liquidity  are  compensated  with  LP  tokens.  Users  pay  trading  fees  on 
Exchange, which are distributed to liquidity providers based on the number of LP tokens or  
percentage  stake  they  control  in  the  pool.  LP  may  incur  a  temporary  loss  as  a 
consequence  of  providing  liquidity,  and  may  not  get  the  exact  quantity  of  tokens 
returned.

The Mastermind games protocol ensures that the assets of token holders are promptly 
seized and frozen for liquidity. The major objective is to keep the holder aware of the MGT 
performance by preventing huge drops in bulk trade-offs. The DeFi, as deflationary like 
tokens, has a high price value with little volatility on the trading market.

Automatic LP is the MGT's secret. We have a function here that serves a dual purpose for 
holders. To begin, the contract takes tokens from both sellers and buyers and deposits them 
in the LP, therefore providing a steady price floor. Second, the penalty acts as an arbitrage-
resistant  mechanism,  guaranteeing  that  the  MGT  supply  stays  secure  as  an incentive  
for  holders.  In  theory,  the  extra  LP  offers  stability  by  adding  the  tax  to  the token's  
total  liquidity,  so  increasing  the  token's  overall  liquidity  and  preserving  the token's 
floor price.

This is in contrast to the burn function of other reflection tokens, which benefits only in the 
short term from the specified supply reduction. The MGT LP's price stability mirrors this 
function, but with the extra benefit of a fixed price floor and cushion for holders. The goal is 
to minimize larger price declines when whales sell their tokens later in the game, preventing  
the  price  from  fluctuating  as  much  as  it  would  without  the  automatic  LP mechanism.

This is all in an effort to alleviate some of the shortcomings of the current DeFi reflection 
tokens. As a result, we are certain that our system approach and protocol will defeat
outmoded reflection tokens.



Game developer onboarding options

How does this platform benefit game developers?
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There are many challenges when developing and launching a token as well as growing a  
community  that  will  buy  your  token  and  game.  Mastermind  Games  will  have  an 
already established and developed token, liquidity pools, and a holder base which will be 
able to market and help ensure success of the game. Such benefits will lessen the burden 
of game developers who don’t want to add additional challenges beyond their game  
development,  marketing,  etc.  Developers  will  have  access  to  an  established crypto 
project that could also provide marketing funds to ensure a successful game launch. 
Additionally, technical support on the blockchain end becomes easier due to fact the 
token is already established and has a fully supportive team behind it.

❖ Mastermind Games provides a liquidity loan where a 50/50 revenue split is agreed  

receive a 50/50 split revenue with Mastermind Games. This option works best for 
larger games where a large user base is expected and more liquidity is needed.

❖ Game developer provides the necessary liquidity into our pool and they receive a              
 

❖ Mastermind Games provides the needed liquidity and the game developer will  

70/30 game developer/Mastermind Games revenue split after Mastermind Games
receives it’s initial investment in return. The option works best with a medium size 
games where developer may require assistance in game updates or expansions.

upon with a small interest until the loan payments to Mastermind Games are 
complete.



How does this platform Benefit gamers?
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Mastermind  Games  will  bring  traditional  games  and  crypto  together,  merging  two 
worlds into one. It is designed to bring equality to gamers. Gamers can now invest in things  
such  as  skins,  characters  and  other  assets  that  will  be  integrated  into collectible NFTs. 
This will allow players to profit by playing games which have been onboarded on the 
Mastermind Games platform and later selling their investment when they are done playing 
a certain game. Most traditional games now allow gamers to purchase  in-game  assets  but  
the  gamer  does  not  actually  own  the  asset.  With  our platform,  gamer’s  hard-earned  
money  can  circulate  back  to  the  players,  unlike traditional gaming where only the 
developers benefit from creating such content.

HOW DOES THIS PLATFORM BENEFIT MASTERMIND GAMES
& INVESTORS? 

This platform will provide blockchain gaming to traditional gamers and as well to our holder 
base. Each game added to our platform will assist in company growth by adding revenue 
from swap and marketplace transaction fees. Onboarding each new game will provide 
additional liquidity that we can control. This can ensure that the market cap of
the token continues to grow.

We plan to have the majority of holders staked in these liquidity pools that games will use
for in-game currency. This will ensure minimum liquidity requirements and promotes
the  “bottom”  of  the  token  cap  to  always  grow  and  stay  consistent.  These  liquidity 
pools,  along  with  the  expected  revenue  from  our  various  games  and  other 
entertainment platforms will provide strong company growth.



How to  Buy?

Partnership Program
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Gamers  and  holders  can  enter  the  Mastermind  Games  ecosystem  with  2  accessible 
options:

Through our partner program, game developers can host with us and receive up to 
100%  of  the  development  costs  and  support  from  our  team.  This  partnership  will 
enable us to assist in development support and allow for a percentage of revenue to be 
shared to the game developer from in-game transaction fees accrued from our NFT 
marketplace and initial minting.

Mastermind Games will provide the tokens necessary (MGT, MGX) and the blockchain 
support, if needed, for integration into the game. Like a centralized exchange, liquidity 
into one of our game pools will need to be provided. This will allow tokens to act as in-
game  currency  in  order  to  facilitate  the  purchase  of  in-game  items  that  can  be 
provided optionally through NFTs.

1. Using BNB or BUSD to convert into MGT
2. By making a direct purchase of BNB via the on-ramp service on the Mastermind
Games website and convert into MGT.
Users are then able to access the Master EX swap and convert the MGT into MGX as 
our in-game currency. With MGX in the wallet, users can interact, access, and play our 
ever-growing amount of games and as the Mastermind Marketplace
In the future, we aim to partner with on-ramp services to provide ease of entry & exit of crypto space
for the masses globally.
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Ease of use 

WHY Choose Mastermind Games ?
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Mastermind  Games  is  far  more  secure  than  other  record-keeping  systems 
because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous 
transaction. Mastermind Games is formed by a complicated string of 
mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered. The immutable and 
incorruptibility of Mastermind Games makes it resilient against falsified 
information and vulnerabilities.

Ease of use is the reason why Mastermind Games has intrinsic value. All you 
need is a smart device and internet connectivity. Investors can easily earn 
rewards by holding the token.

Safe & Secure

Mastermind Games is a safe and secure platform and our technical team is 
continuously improving the security of the system to ensure the safety of 
platform.

Transparency & Immutability

With  Mastermind  Games,  each  time  an  exchange  of  tokens  is  recorded  on  
the multi-blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace where the  token came 
from. This can not only help improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-
related businesses, but it can also help verify the authenticity of the traded 
assets.

Lower Fees and Security

The fees associated with Mastermind Games token transactions are far less than 
those  associated  with  debit,  credit  cards  as  well  as  wire  transfers,  and  
BACS payments. Mastermind Games  is a secure and private cryptocurrency 
that keeps the investor's assets anonymous without compromising security.

Transaction Traceability 
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Development
15%

Marketing
15%

Team Tokens
12%

Private sale
4%

Security & Compliance
10%

Liquidity Reserves
18%

Staking Rewards
8%

P2E Rewards
6%

Vetting
4%

Games Ecosystem Support
4%

Public sale 
4%

TOKENOMICS

MGT

Mastermind Games Token

Binance

Token Detail

Token Distribution

300 Million 

NAME

SYMBOL

PLATFORM

Total SUPPLY

Development 15%

Marketing 15%

Team Tokens 12%

Security & Compliance 10%

Liquidity Reserves  18%

Vetting 4%

P2E Rewards 6%

Staking Rewards 8%

Games Ecosystem Support 4% 

Private sale 4%

Public sale  4%

MASTER PLAN
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